
             

cotton 
states 

qualifications  

music city bbg #1764:                 
-MIT N’siah 2012                                                        
-Gizborit Spring ’13                                                     
-S’ganit Fall ’13                                                          
-N’siah Spring ’14, Fall ’14                                      
-MIT of the Year ‘12 

cotton states region #72:                
-MIT/AIT ’12                                                               
-Winter Convention ’12, ’13^, ’14^                              
-Execs ’13, ’14                                                            
-SRC ’13, ’14*                                                               
-Kallah ’13, ‘14^ 

international order of bbg:           
-CLTC 6 2013                                                             
-CLTC Chapter S’ganit                                                   
-IC ’14, ’15^^                                                             
-ILTC ‘14                                                                
-Silver Star of Deborah^^    

^steering committee                                     
*coordinator                                                
^^pending event          

 

ashleigh jordyn attias 

caucusing for the 
high and honorable 

position of 



 

goals and ideas 
 your 2015          

r-board 

Flatten the board: Every position 
is equally crucial for the success 

of the board.  

Concentric Goals: Every position 
works together to set goals that 
align and feed off of each other 

Travel: During at least one point 
during the programming year 
each chapter has at least one 

regional board member in 
attendance. If travel must be 

done, it will be. 

Excellence From The Ground Up: 
Basics will not be discarded. 
Every job and task will be 

treated the same so that we can 
build strength on all levels of the 

region. 

AZA R-board: Work with AZA 
counterparts in order to 

accomplish joint tasks for the 
greater good of the region as a 

whole. 

 

 

counterparts 

ONE ON ONE RELATIONSHIPS 
I cannot emphasize this enough. A 

counterpart is more than an email or 
a text. We must build personal 

relationships with our counterparts. It 
is crucial that each regional board 
member truly connects and stays in 
contact with their counterpart. This 

can be accomplished through 
organized calls and video chats. But, 

this is a reciprocal relationship 
between both the regional and 

chapter counterpart.  

communication 

Strong communication is the 
foundation for a strong, united, 

informed region 

-Set up a regional website that 
includes:                                              
1. A regional blog to keep members 
informed on what the board is up to        
2. A page to highlight members and 
chapters                                                
3. A page open to suggestions 24/7 

 

chairs/ committees 

Chairs and Committees are the best 
way to allow members to be 

involved in regional leadership 

-IC 2015 Liaison 

-Safranit taking on regional Social 
Media 

-Programming and Stand UP/Speak 
Up committees creating monthly 
regional releases 

as n’siah, i will 
strive for: 

Constant communication 

Over 172% effort 

To be a sister 

To be a friend 

Only forward progress 

No member left behind 

So much spirit 

To be available 

A+ programs 

To outreach 

Embody the Menorah 
pledges 

S tep out of the comfort zone 

you 

What will YOU define BBG as 
this year? 

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________ 

 

“you control your destiny — you don’t need magic to do it. and there 
are no magical shortcuts to solving your problems.” – merida, brave 

“venture outside your comfort zone. the rewards are worth it.” – 
rapunzel, tangled 


